In certain cases, nuclear corrections to hadronic phenomena depend in detail on the nature of quark and gluon interactions, as well as the effects of jet development within the nuclear medium. In this talk I review applications of quantum chromodynamics to fast particle production in nuclear collisions, nuclear form factors, and shadowing in deep inelastic lepton processes. I also discuss a new approach to particle production in hadron-nucleus, nucleus-nucleus and deep-inelastic nuclear reactions from the standpoint of a color-neutralization model.
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Introduction
A basic premise of thisworkshop is that there are aspects of hadronic physics which can only be studied in nuclear collisions. The most dramatic possibility is that novel collective hadronic degrees of freedom or a new phase of hadronic matter will be initiated in central, high-energy heavy-ion collisions.' Even if this turns out not to be the case, one can argue that the nucleus is an essential tool for the study of fundamental hadronic mechanisms at distances where the quark and gluon degrees of freedom are relevant. 2
In this talk I will discuss several topics involving nuclear collisions where one can possibly test and study interesting aspects of quantum chromodynamics (QCD). These include (A) Hadronic production in hadron-nucleus, lepton-nucleus and nucleusnucleus collisions.
(B) The question of shadowing in deep inelastic nuclear reactions.
(C) The structure of the nuclear wave function at very short distances and nuclear form factors.
Of course, the advantage of being able to study hadronic mechanisms -.-in close proximity to other quarks and gluons in nuclei has to be counterbalanced by the complexity of the nucleus. By turning to nucleus-nucleus collisions we exactly reverse Feynman's famous analog, 3 in which he compares proton-proton collisions to the smashing together of two delicate watches; it is obviously much simpler to study elementary "gear-gear"
interactions, as in e+e-collisions. The nucleus-nucleus collision seems to be the analog of the collision of two grandfather clocks, or perhaps -3-even whole jewelry stores! Despite this, there are fascinating, controversial questions concerning the physics of nuclear collisions which appear to depend in detail on basic mechanisms at the quark and gluon level. This talk touches on only a fraction of these problems, but I hope it will serve to stimulate further experimental and theoretical studies.
II. Hadron Production in Nuclear Collisions
There is now extensive data on hadron production in nuclei from 4 meson, baryon, and lepton beams at laboratory energies up to 200 GeV.
The subject is fascinating to theorists, but there is little concensus on the basic particle production mechanisms within the nucleus. This is understandable, since it is not clear we even understand particle production in ordinary nucleon-nucleon collisions! The simplest particle production model consistent with the framework of QCD is the gluonexchange model of Low' and Nussinov. 6 Let us suppose that two protons interact by the exchange of a single soft gluon (a color octet). This leaves the spectator quarks in each nucleon excited as color octets [see Fig. l(a) ]. The subsequent color neutralization of these two "jets" and the recombination of the gluons and quarks into hadrons is evidentally similar to the particle production +-mechanism which occurs in e e -f+ hadrons. The expected multiplicity distribution corresponding to the v=3 event of Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 3(a) . We plot the ratio RRA(y) = .-* CdN/dy lw/ CdN/dylHN (the multiplicity distribution normalized to nucleontarget data) in order to isolate the nuclear effects. The multiplicity distribution ratio for y c yA reflects the'wounding of v= 3 quarks:
R&Y) = v. The multiplicity for y > yH in the projectile region in the simple model is RHA(y) = 1, l a more detailed model which allows for multiquark interactions would give RHA(y) < 1, reflecting energy-momentum loss.
Our analysis here will closely follow the formulation of Ref. (8) .
-5-Let us now assume that the rapidity of any of the secondary quarks or gluons which excite N2 and N3 in Fig, 2 Fig. 4(a) .
The prediction given in Eq. Let us now turn to nucleus-nucleus collisions B+A + X, and consider the multiplicity ratio (normalized to nucleon-nucleon collisions) dN/dy (B+A -f X) RBA(Y) = dN/dy (N+N + X) (2.5) In virtually all models one expects the ratio in the fragmentation regions (2.6) and the integrated ratio in the central region is
There is very little data for nuclear-nuclear collisions.
One example is RBA = 3.8 for a+A, A > 100 from Eq. (2.7) compared to a ratio of ---order -4 from cosmic rays. Fig. 9 (b) shows that mean total multiplicity in deep inelastic muon-emulsion collisions is much larger than the corresponding u-p 2 multiplicity, independent of the value of w = 2q*p/Q . These results
give strong evidence that the energy associated with "quark jet" production is effective in producing hadrons in its passage through the nucleus. an overall excitation or "heating" of the nuclear system. The observables include dN/dy(A1+A2), the n/K ratio, charm production, leading particle production, the associated multiplicity in massive lepton pair (on and off resonance), and the rate of n or & production or direct photon 18 e--production, as a hint of anomalous gluon production. I should emphasize that the analysis presented here is only semi-qualitative. However, the basic formulation and results are so simple that they may well be useful as a guide and parametrization of the data. However, there is a momentum sum rule for the area under vW2A
(assuming a conventional gluon-quark momentum fraction balance). can also be made using the Drell-Yan process pA + u+u-X.
IV. Short-Distance Processes in Nuclei
One of the most interesting questions which can be analyzed using ordinary nuclei is the study of hadronic matter at high density. Here we will be interested in processes such as nuclear form factors at very large momentum transfer, and fast particle production in nuclear collisions (beyond the usual nucleon kinematic limit) each of which probe the high momentum tail of the nuclear wave function. Although the application of quark-gluon dynamics to such relatively low-energy nuclear data may seen radical, I emphasize that it is justified by the fact that quite far off-shell kinematics are really involved.
Perhaps the most dramatic application of short-distance physics to nuclear targets concerns nuclear form factors at large momentum transfer.
The elastic form factor F(t) [with t = q2 = -Q2 < 01 is the probability amplitude that the target system stays intact and unexcited upon deflection from p to p+q in the electromagnetic collision eA + eA. The dimensional counting rule for the (helicity-conserving) form factor 23 (4.6) (where n is the minimum number of elementary constituents) reflects the fact that the more complex the target, the faster the power-law fall off.
From this formula one predicts tPV(t), t2G:(t), and t5FD(t) are each asymptotically constant. The comparison34'35 with experiment is shown in Fig. 14 where the y, are known positive numbers (.amonalous dimensions) and a,(t) N C/log(-t/A2) is the QCD running coupling constant. In general, -17-the power law reflects the fact that at large t one must pay a penalty of as(t to move a constituent from p to p+q. The usual identification of the form factor with the Fourier transform of the static charge distribution is inapplicable to the relativistic regime.
Is it possible that these quark-gluon results can be applied to systems as complex as nuclei?
The answer is certainly yes, although the fact that the momentum transfer must be partitioned among the constituent nucleons implies that the momentum transfer required to reach the truly asymptotic regime increases with A. 35
Nevertheless, the quark concept is useful in the-subasymptotic domain where the nucleus can still be regarded as a bound state of nucleons.
For example, the deuteron form factor FD(t) must clearly fall at least as fast as F (t/4)*Fn(t/4) since each nucleon must change momentum from P -p/2 to w(p+q)/2 and stay intact. Thus we should consider the "reduced" form factor f,(t) defined via 35,37
f,(t) (4.8) Note that f,(t) must decrease at large t since it can be identified the probability amplitude for the final state n-p system to remain a ground --state deuteron.
In fact, the dimensional counting formula (4.6) implies 35,37
In general, we can define the reduced nuclear form factor f,(t 
